History & Care instructions for your new
South Pacific Island Or Maori Koru Play mat

Congratulations on purchasing your new contemporary mats from Global Kids Oz
and Recycled Mats.
Your mats are made from recycled polypropylene (i.e. plastic bags, medicine
bottles, tinfoil's, carpet fibers etc) under fair conditions of work and safety in
India, the Polynesian & Maori mats are designed by a family in New Zealand that
have ancestry family ties to both Samoa and New Zealand Maori cultures hence
our designs reflect these 2 cultures and are culturally sensitive. Our Aboriginal
range of mats are designed locally here in both Queensland and in South Australia
We cannot guarantee the life of your mat, as with any product it depends on how
the item is treated. What we can say is if you look after your mat, clean it with a
vacuum cleaner if being used in a dry environment and washed clean with a hose
or warm soapy water (do not use chemicals) in a wet or dirty environment, and if
it is dried out before storage and you always ensure you fold your mat along the
seams and then roll it gently you should get years of enjoyment out of your new
mat.
Although these mats are suitable for both indoor and outdoor use, we do suggest
that you leave your mat permanently in a wet place or in full day to day sunlight
as these factors will cause early determination of your mat.

We also suggest that if your placing chairs or tables on your mats, ensure that the
feet of the table and chairs are not thin or sharp as this may lead to tears in your
mats when chairs and tables are moved while sitting on your mat.
The mats are suitable for so many different uses, a few are child care centers,
library story time mats, lounge rooms rugs, children's play rooms, picnic's, beach
trips, dog grooming shows, camping, market stalls, wall motifs and so many other
options. The world is your oyster on how these mats can be used.....

Global Kids Oz offers a 14 day money back or exchange guarantee on all our items
including these mats. So if you feel your mat has arrived in anything less than
100% perfect condition please contact us immediately so that we may rectify the
situation on your behalf.

We also offer discounts on our mats for orders of 10 mats or over, please email
culture@globalkidsoz.com.au or call us on 1300 32 00 65 for more information

Global Kids Oz are also working toward a new Australian Indigenous design in
conjunction with an Indigenous Australian artist at present so watch this space
for new Indigenous designs later in 2011

These mats are trademarked with the Maori Koru & Island Siapo designs and
Global Kids Oz has the sole distribution rights within the education sector to
distribute these cultural mats. So we thank you for not settling for imitation
versions that have no cultural significance.

Thank you and enjoy! JJ, Global Kids Oz

